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ATTENTION: Successful Cosmetic Dentists, Periodontists, Oral Surgeons, Prosthodontists,
Orthodontists and Endodontists... Focused on helping elite dentists and specialists attract
profitable patients, this new book reveals The Secret Recipe To Grow Referrals...so you can Get
More New Patients Faster.Phillip Guye and Joseph Preston are co-founders of
DoctorBookPublishing.com which provides their dentist, dental specialist, plastic surgeon,
orthopedic surgeon, physician and hospital clients with the highest level of patient acquisition
success currently available in the marketplace. "Referrals, also known as endorsed
introductions, are like oxygen for any dental practice," said Phillip Guye, co-author of Dental
Marketing Motto. "Increased competition for patients will leave many doctors no other option
than to resort to bribes as a way to save their practices. Our methods offer a legal alternative by
psychologically influencing and persuading people to the point where they feel consciously
compelled and even subconsciously obligated to tell other people about your practice. It's like
mind control and our system shows you step-by-step how to do it." This system reveals a
technically legal, yet controversial Patient Getting Strategy so you can: Position yourself as THE
recognized Authority and Trusted Expert in your market so prospective patients believe every
word you say (Page 58);Attract affluent prospective patients, get more big profitable cases and
dramatically increase case acceptance (Page 106);Grow patient-to-patient referrals (Page
118);Generate positive publicity to build your celebrity status in your market (Page
123);Maximize referrals from other doctors with this super stealth marketing strategy (Page
95);Obtain hassle-free testimonials and positive reviews from your patients faster than ever
before (Page 121). "Smart docs embrace our subliminal marketing strategies to give them an
immense edge over their competitors so they can boost referrals and grow their practices," said
Joseph Preston, co-author of Dental Marketing Motto. 

From the AuthorHow To Become A Dentist Or Specialist of Immense Influence...In Only Five
Hours Of Your Time Dear Doctor:Books Equal Power. Think about it. Books can change the
world for good or bad. The Bible. The Communist Manifesto. What were the books that changed
your life? Too many to count, right?Imagine speaking with a prospective patient about a
procedure - and at the end of your consultation...you give them an autographed copy of your
very own book. Whether the prospect reads the book or not...in that prospect's mind...you are
positioned as the Trusted Expert...the Guru...THE Recognized Authority in your field. Once you
become a bestselling published author, you create Instant Celebrity Authority.Your new book is
the ultimate Trust Trigger.Trust Converts Prospects Into Patients.Your very own book that speaks
with authority on behalf of your practice, your expertise and your specialized oral health
solutions will rapidly influence buying decisions.Your very own book will emanate POWER.



Imagine how many people your book will touch...and influence to help people make the best
physical and mental health and wellness decisions of their lives. Your very own book will
persuade them to accept your treatment recommendations so you can completely restore their
health, beauty and self-confidence.Your very own book will give you FREEDOM. Your very own
book will be the linchpin to build the practice of your dreams...so you can help as many patients
as you want when you want...so you can charge premium pricing for your solutions...so you can
spend as much time with your family as you desire. Your very own book will help you achieve
peace of mind so you can really enjoy life on your terms.Let us show you how to become a #1
Bestselling Author in ONLY 5 hours of your time...Sincerely,Phillip Guye and Joseph Preston Co-
Founders of DoctorBookPublishing.comFrom the Back Cover"I love passion and there is no one
more passionate about what they do than Joe Preston and Phil Guye. And they are just
dedicated to my success. And for me, not only do I want them to be successful but I want my
friends to experience what Joe and Phil have done for me. The effort on my part was not even a
blip on my radar screen. And the results have been phenomenal."--- Dr. Jason Stoner, DDS,
MS"Joe Preston and Phil Guye are the consummate professionals. They have really used their
expertise in the areas of media training and media coaching to help me convey my message in
the strongest way possible to my patients. I'm glad that we did because it really helps me to this
day."--- Dr. David Scharf, DMD"Joe and Phil and their team were very easy to work with and
made writing a book for my practice very easy. Their services have helped to separate my
business from our competitors. I highly recommend Joe Preston and Phil Guye and their firm
DoctorBookPublishing.com."--- Dr. Mark F. Hardison, DDS"First thing I want to say about Joe
and Phil is that they are very - I want to use the word as a doctor would say patient-centered. But
they are very client-centered. Joe and Phil frame and position you and they do the framing of the
marketing before the patient even arrives in your office."--- Dr. Coury Staadecker, DDS"Joe
Preston and Phil Guye really have an interesting perspective. They see things the way the
patient sees it. That's just an incredible insight into our patients' mind and how is it that we're
going to target that patient. What's going to make that patient come to us when they don't even
know us. We're on the right track with Joe and Phil and their company."--- Dr. Ed De Endrade,
DDSAbout the AuthorJoseph Preston and Phillip Guye are Senior Managing Partners of Doctor
Reputation Management (DrReputationManagement.com), a leading marketing solutions firm
they co-founded to provide their clients with the highest level of patient and customer acquisition
success currently available in the marketplace. By leveraging the skills and techniques they
created and enhanced over 22 years for intensive reputation management, public relations,
advanced search engine optimization (SEO) and viral video marketing, Preston, Guye and their
team help many of the nation's leading dentists, surgeons, doctors, medical practices and
hospitals. Their proprietary "Patient-Getting" formula for creating Patient Indoctrination Videos
positively influences prospective patients so that they truly get to Know, Like, Trust and Fall In
Love with doctors and their practices before the initial consultation. Featured in Forbes
magazine, Vanity Fair magazine, Time magazine, USA Today, BusinessWeek Small Biz



magazine as well as interviewed on CNN and Fox News, Joseph Preston has helped companies
ranging in size from start-ups to the Fortune 500 including The Home Depot, McDonalds,
Reebok, Playtex and RedBox. Joe manages the Washington, DC office. Phillip Guye has helped
companies such as Boeing, Warner Bros., ABC, Nissan, Levi's, Hot Topic, Mercedes Benz,
Funny Or Die and College Humor. Utilizing a variety of marketing disciplines, Phil Guye has also
worked with celebrities and artists including: 50 Cent, Snoop Dog, Dr. Dre, Rihanna, Pamela
Anderson, Ice Cube, Roy Disney, Rip Torn and George Clooney. Phil manages the Los Angeles
office as well as the firm's green screen and white cyc film studio, AtomicStudios.com.Read
more
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Pages 4 - 23 are not included in this sample. Pages 27 - 30 are not included in this sample.
Pages 37 - 230 are not included in this sample.
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PM, “Great book!. Referrals are the life blood of my business so I really enjoyed reading their
perspective. One of my favorite parts of the book is their discussion on how to influence and
persuade prospective patients so that they truly get to know, like, trust and fall in love with
doctors and their practices before the initial consultation. This excerpt from Dental Marketing
Motto makes a lot of sense:"Trust, Authenticity and Believability are critical elements to closing
any sale such as when patients are in a position to accept or delay treatment. After conducting in
depth off-the-record research interviews with a variety of patients from many different medical
practices, we have found that the majority of prospective patients experience a sense of high
anxiety, trepidation and nervousness when meeting with a new doctor for the first time. If a
prospect is in a state of anxiety and fear during the initial consultation, this causes a road-block
to the sales process and can dramatically decrease case acceptance...The challenge is: how do
we create an emotional bond or connection between prospect and doctor before they ever
meet?"If you read this book, they show you how.”

Markbubenheimer, “this book will help you in any industry if you .... this book will help you in any
industry if you want to grow your business or clientel.sound formulas to get in business and stay
at the top.”

Anthony, “Intriguing Marketing Book. The authors wrote an intriguing marketing book that
presents a step by step system on how to get recognized as The Expert and Authority in your
market so you avoid being an invisible expert. When you are perceived as THE Expert, you build
immediate TRUST with a prospect. Trust converts prospects into customers every day of the
week. Their insight makes total sense and it works. The stealth marketing strategies the authors
share make this book a great investment.”

Eric Cardonick, “Five Stars. If your business relies on word of mouth or referrals, this book is
what you need for success.”

Daniel Pico, “Five Stars. Great Stuff Joseph Preston and Phillip Guye know marketing, hugely
informative...”

Kristi McNab, “Five Stars. Great marketing strategies for small businesses who base their
livelihoods on good referrals!”

The book by Ludwig A. Rinn has a rating of  5 out of 3.0. 8 people have provided feedback.
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